In the literature, it is often seen that computational tools aiming at RNA-Seq data analysis are applied to Arabidopsis thaliana using default parameters, which often results in inaccurate measurement of gene quantification and expression, as they are designed for data processing of mammalian genomes. Therefore, to accurately measure the gene expression and quantification in plant genomes, a computational workflow is proposed in this work; this can effectively process the A. thaliana plant genome files using command-line bioinformatics tools with custom parameter settings. Using the proposed pipeline, we identified 690 genes by overlapping differentially expressed genes obtained from Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR methods. Dynamics of expression of known floral regulators identified from Day-1 to Day-10 are consistent with the published experimental results. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis shows a decrease in expression during the transition phase. From clustering, dynamics of expression of potential floral regulators were identified which are involved in flowering and regulation of flower development. Our analysis showed that, the proposed pipeline is capable of processing A. thaliana RNA-Seq datasets, providing consistent results which could potentially assist in identifying novel genes involved in gene regulation. Its use can be extended to other A. thaliana datasets and tissue samples.
INTRODUCTION
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have revolutionized genomic studies and a number of statistical models have been developed for detecting differentially expressed genes (DEGs) [2, 28, 34] . For example, RNA-Seq data analysis is increasingly being used to study the transcriptional profile of plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana (A. thaliana), many of which focus on identification of DEGs using bioinformatics tools. These studies provide transcript-level information and can also be used for plants where no reference genome is available. However, many commonly used RNA-Seq data analysis tools are primarily designed for mammalian genomes. As such, analysis of the transcriptome profile of plants poses great informatics challenge due to the inherent complexity of plant genomes. In addition, it is often challenging in these analyses to determine the optimal parameters required for upstream processing of the data prior to DEG analysis. Due to this, RNA-Seq studies involving plants may not generate optimal results.
Accurate mapping of raw RNA-Seq reads is essential for identification of DEGs. A recent study by Zhao and Zhang [38] showed that divergent genesets can influence the outcome of the analysis. They characterized the impact of genome annotation choice on read mapping and transcript quantification by analyzing RNA-Seq datasets [38] . It was found that default values of these parameters, which are designed for mammalian genomes, when applied in plants can result in the loss of paired reads that map further than certain default base pairs (bp). Therefore, using default parameters can lead to false positive results. Furthermore, commercial RNA-Seq software such as CLC Genomics seems not considering plant-genome characteristics, which can lead to generation of unreliable results. Therefore, considering the impact of parameters on read mapping to identification of DEGs, a standardized computational pipeline is required.
In this study, we developed a pipeline for plant RNA-Seq data processing combining a set of optimal plant specific read-mapping parameters and several statistical DEG processing tools. We used A. thaliana apical shoot time series data [19] to demonstrate the use of the novel pipeline. Flowering in A. thaliana depends critically on successful transition from vegetative phase to reproductive phase (i.e. transition phase) and therefore depends on two factors; photoperiod and temperature [5, 36] . During the floral transition, a significant number of genes are expressed, which provides a valuable testing ground for benchmarking the performance of computational tools. The robustness of the newly proposed pipeline was demonstrated through the identification of several thousand DEGs during the transition phase. We calculated the expression values of the identified genes to cross-validate differences in expression across all time-series samples. Our pipeline also performed GO enrichment analysis to obtain gene clusters primarily involved in flowering. From these analysis, our pipeline narrowed down to several target genes with crucial protein interactions and potential roles in the regulation of flowering.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Analysis Pipeline
The pipeline workflow ( Fig. 1 ) starts with the conversion of reads from SRA to FASTQ format, which are very common for sequence alignment. A quality metric report was generated using FastQC tool [7] . Based on the metrics, reads were trimmed for each sample using Cutadapt [22] . Resulting reads were then aligned to the A. thaliana genome using TopHat2 [17] and Bowtie2 [20] . Since both TopHat2 and Bowtie2 are designed for mammalian genomes, default parameters need to be fine-tuned for plant genomes. For reads aligned using TopHat2, Cufflinks and Cuffmerge [17, 34] were used for transcript assembly and transcript merging. Differential gene expression (DGE) was performed using Cuffdiff. On the other hand, BAM files obtained from Bowtie2 are converted to RKPM reads using HTSeq [1] . RKPM reads were then used for DGE using DESeq and edgeR. Cuffdiff together with TopHat2 are very popular tools used in RNA-Seq analysis. However, since some of the samples may not contain replicates, DESeq [2] and edgeR [28] were also used in our pipeline because both the tools are designed to work with and without replicates. The final step of the pipeline consisted of functional annotation and gene enrichment using DAVID and CleuGO tools for identifying gene clusters.
Data Preparation
RNA-Seq data were downloaded from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) project PRJNA268115. Original experiments were conducted by Klepikova et al [19] using ecotype Col-0. Plants were harvested at 7-16 days old to obtain synchronized plants at different developmental stages, denoted by S7 to S16 respectively. 9-14 day old plants were collected in two replicates for a second independent experiment denoted by S9N to S14N respectively. A quality report was generated using FastQC tool to obtain the statistics of reads. The SRA data was converted to FASTQ format using 'fastq-dump' tool available in SRA Toolkit [30] . 
Read Trimming, Reference Genome Mapping and Transcript Assembly
Adapter trimming and genome mapping represents the preprocessing step, as seen in Fig. 1 . First 15 base pairs of the reads were trimmed using Cutadapt to remove adapter sequences. To improve the quality of the reads, only those with a Q-score of 30 or greater were kept. Following this, FastQC report was regenerated on trimmed data to examine the quality and verify that the resultant reads satisfy the criterion. Trimmed reads were mapped to the A. thaliana genome (TAIR10) using TopHat2 and Bowtie2 aligners. For paired reads, we ran TopHat2 on each read, with the values of the following default parameter changed to suit A. thaliana: minimum intron length (-i) was set to 40, maximum intron length (-I) was set to 5000, segment length was set to 20, segment mismatches was set to 2, no multi-hits (-g=1), max multihits set to 1, minimum anchor length to 10, minimum normalized depth (F) was set to 0 and minimum anchor length was set to 10 (-a=10). Trimmed reads were also aligned using Bowtie2 with minimum (i) and maximum (I) intron length set to 30 and 5000 respectively. Cufflinks was used for assembling individual transcripts.
DGE Analysis with Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR
DGE analysis was carried out by testing the samples at day 8 to 16 (S8 to S16) after germination against the sample from day 7 (S7) to obtain DEGs at each consecutive stage. The reason why day 7 was chosen for benchmarking was that plants at this stage after germination had the first and second leaves visible; while on day 16 th they had ten visible leaves. Comparisons of two samples from consecutive days were also made ( Table 1) . These analyses were carried out using Cuffdiff with multi-read-correct option and quartile normalization enabled. Results from DESeq and edgeR were obtained using blind dispersion method for samples with no replicates. Negative binomial was applied for obtaining DEGs.
Results were filtered based on FDR ≤ 0.05 and log 2 fold-change between -2 and 2. Step analysis S7 vs S10 S9 vs S10 S7 vs S11 S10 vs S11 S7 vs S12 S11 vs S12 S7 vs S13 S12 vs S13 S7 vs S14 S13 vs S14
GO Enrichment Analysis
Overlapping DEGs had to express more than once in "Against S7" and "
Step analysis" results to be retained for further analysis. GO enrichment functional annotation and clustering of the filtered genes were performed using DAVID [13] . Pathway analysis was performed using the ClueGo plugin [4] of the Cytoscape software [32] . Enrichment or depletion of GO categories in ClueGO was performed using two-sided hypergeometric test and FDR was calculated for the enriched GO categories using Benjamin and Hochberg approach [3] . Gene enrichment and clustering results obtained from DAVID and Cytoscape were further filtered with FDR ≤ 0.05 to identify highly significant enriched clusters.
Calculation of Relative Expression Values
To calculate relative expression values, normalized FPKM and RPKM counts were used from Cuffdiff and DESeq results. For each gene in each sample pair, counts were normalized using the maximum read count value from all sample pairs (i.e. S7-S8 to S7-S16) to obtain relative expression value between 0 and 1. Expression profiles of each gene were constructed by comparing expression values from Cuffdiff and DESeq-edgeR. 
Sample pairs C-D-E C-D C-E E-D
RESULTS
Adapter Trimming and Alignment of Raw Reads
In FastQC, the average per base sequence quality was reported to be between 31-38 quality score (Q-score). Sequence quality after adapter trimming was reported to increase to an average Q-score of 38. The reads were then aligned to the TAIR10 A. thaliana genome using TopHat2. Using the parameters mentioned earlier, 96% of all the sample reads were mapped to the reference genome with 5% mismatched alignment rate. Reads aligned with Bowtie2 generated a similar mapping rate of 95%.
Differential Expression Analysis of Sequence Count Data
DGEs were performed for 5 sample pairs as detailed in Table 1 . When comparing with S7, Cuffdiff yields the following number of DEGs for samples in the transition stage (transition to flowering i.e. S10 to S14): 5,266 for S7-S10, 2,841 for S7-S11, 4,760 for S7-S12, 6,337 for S7-S13 and 2,532 for S7-S14 using the criteria of q-value <= 0.05. DEGs were also obtained from DESeq and edgeR. In the step-wise analysis, on the other hand, during the transition stage using Cuffdiff 2,889 DEGs were found for S9-S10, 3,710 were found for S10-S11, 1,381 were found in S11-S12, 637 were found in S12-S13 and 4,826 were identified in S13-S14; whereas edgeR gave 272 DEGs for S9-S10, 1430 for S10-S11, 86 for S11-S12 and S12-S13, 111 genes for S13-S14; and an average of 600 DEGs were found using DESeq.
Next, we studied the overlap between Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR for sample pairs in "Against S7" and "
Step analysis". By overlapping Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR, 418 genes were found for S7-S10 with FDR <= 0.05. Using the same cutoff, S7-S11 generated 277 genes, S7-S12 produced 520 genes, S7-S13 gave 1,534 genes and S7-S14 gave 150 genes ( Table 2) . On the other hand, 28 genes were found for S9-S10, 3 genes for S10-S11, 7 genes for S11-S12, 38 genes for S12-S13 and 74 genes were found for S13-S14 (Table 3) . Overlapping genes were also found for Cuffdiff-edgeR, DESeq-edgeR and Cuffdiff-edgeR-DESeq pairs. From Cuffdiff-DESeq-edgeR overlap, we identified 690 genes in "Against S7" and 19 genes in "
Step analysis" which are significantly expressed in more than one sample pairs. This set of common genes is referred to as CGenes in following-up analysis.
GO Enrichment and Pathway Analysis of DEGs in Transition Phase
GO enrichment analysis was applied to CGenes. Enriched genes were classified in all three categories: Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function (MF) and Cellular Component (CC). Certain genes were also annotated with KEGG pathway annotation to identify their roles in cellular pathways. From DAVID functional annotation analysis for "Against S7" DEGs, a total of 128 GO terms were associated with BP, 39 were associated with MF and 10 were associated with CC whereas for "
Step analysis", 19 were associated with BP and 3 were associated with MF (Fig. 2) . From KEGG pathway annotation in "Against S7" DEGs, 6 gene clusters were identified of which a gene cluster of 11 genes were found to be involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis with FDR value of 1.94 × 10 −9 whereas for "Step analysis", 2 gene clusters were found but none were significantly expressed and none had FDR <= 0.05. Clustering results from "Against S7" provides enrichment scores for GO term categories. Results shows that genes enriched in Sulphur Metabolic Process (SMP), Sulphur Compound Biosynthetic Process (SCBP) and Glucosinolate Biosynthetic Process (GBP) show highest enrichment with an enrichment score of 10.68 . Results from pathway analysis shows that CGenes were categorized into 42 GO terms. 
Expression Profiles of Enriched Genes
Expression profiles were constructed from the set of enriched genes by selecting highly enriched clusters from CGenes set. Fig.  3 shows the relative expression profiles of the genes expressed in "Against S7" and "
Step analysis" sample pairs. From Fig. 3 , it is clearly visible that certain genes displayed distinct behavior where expression varies between 1 and 0.6 for SMP. In SCBP, for some genes expression value remains constant between 0.6 and 0.8 whereas for other genes the value varies between 0.4 to 0.9 from S7-S12 to S7-S16. It is important to note that for some genes, "zig-zag" pattern in expression is observed. Additionally, clustering results from intersection of the three methods showed that the majority of genes are enriched in SMP, SCBP and GBP processes with an enrichment score of 10.68 and FDR value of 1.74 × 10 −12 . The expression of these genes decreases from S7-S9/S8-S9 to S7-S10/S9-S10. The expression of these genes showed exponential decreases in expression from 0.4 to 0 in S13-S14. Although most of the genes displayed this behavior, some genes displayed distinct behavior where the expression varied between 1 and 0.4 for genes involved in SMP, SCBP and GBP processes. When compared to the expression profiles of experimental genes, they displayed identical profiles to that of FLC which is major flowering regulator in apical shoot samples in A. thaliana datasets.
Filtering Genes for Identifying Floral Candidate Genes
From CGenes enrichment analysis results, 5 genes were found to be involved in "Flowering", 18 were found to be associated with "Flower Development", 8 with "Regulation of Flower Development" and 3 with "Negative Regulation of Flower Development". Furthermore, expression profiles of these genes were constructed for identifying expression patterns like those displayed by experimental genes as well as identification of distinct patterns (Fig. 4) . Expression profiles of genes in "
Step Analysis" showed a distinct peak at S12-S13 which strongly indicates that genes associated with flowering and flower development show identical expression profiles and are expressed only during transition phase. 
DISCUSSION
We have proposed an approach for the identification of DEGs in A. thaliana RNA-Seq datasets which includes quality checking, adapter trimming, reference alignment, DEG analysis, GO and pathway enrichment analysis (Fig. 1) . The pipeline was bifurcated into two separate workflows after adapter trimming step. The first workflow involved DGE using TopHat2 and Cufflinks and the second used DESeq and edgeR. The pipeline was then applied to time-series data. The results obtained from Cuffdiff provided several thousand genes which are involved in many different functions in several pathways. However, results were also obtained from two other tools i.e. DESeq and edgeR. The analysis was performed by comparing S7 with other samples in a way that S7 was treated as case and the comparing sample was treated as control to identify DEGs. Additionally, analysis was performed by progressively examining the case-control samples in a stepwise manner (Table 1 ).
Known Floral Transition Related Genes and Its Interactions
At least 39 genes have been found to be involved in flowering regulation. In A. thaliana the transition to flowering is controlled through the regulation of certain genes of which FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) and LEAFY (LFY) are the most important [6, 33] . On the other hand, LFY acts as a positive regulator of APETALA1 (AP1) and the expression of AP1 was observed late during photoinduction when examined during light treatments [11] . During shoot development, members of the SQUAMOSA PROMOTER BINDING PROTEIN-LIKE (SPL) transcription factor family genes viz, SPL9 and SPL15 have been known to control shoot maturation [14] . Alike LFY which is a floral meristem identity protein, CAULIFLOWER (CAL), FRUITFUL (FUL), AGAMOUS LIKE24 (AGL24), SEP MADS box transcription factors SEP3/4 and LATE MERISTEM IDENTITY1/2 (LMI1/2) are also floral meristem identity proteins in Arabidopsis [15, 25, 28, 31] . Flowering during long days is also mediated regulation of certain proteins. The transcription factor CONSTANS (CO) plays a major role in the long-day pathway, as this protein is phosphorylated due to which it plays a major role in the abundance of the protein [37] . Phosphorylated CO is preferentially degraded when CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1) ubiquitin ligase complex is activated [29] . Furthermore, COP1 protein has also been known to interact with the Arabidopsis cryptochromes (CRY1 and CRY2) through C-terminal domains (CCT) [12, 29] . During floral transition certain genes such as FLOWERING PROMOTIVE FACTOR1 (FPF1) are expressed in apical meristems and are involved in GA-dependent signaling pathway which regulates GA response in apical meristem [35] .
Overlapping of Cuffdiff with DESeq and edgeR Genes
The key step of RNA-Seq data analysis is to identify DEGs using the appropriate statistical models. Once the FPKM counts from the sequencing reads were obtained, these were used for finding DEGs using Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR. The statistical model in Cuffdiff, which is used to evaluate the changes in expression assumes that the number of reads produced by each transcript is proportional to its abundance although it fluctuates because of biological variability between the replicates and the technical variability during sequencing and library preparation. DESeq on the other hand allows the user to supply multiple as well as no replicates. DESeq is highly useful when no replicates are present in the datasets. The statistical model in DESeq uses a blind dispersion method that is particularly useful with no replicates where the outlier values cannot be captured during dispersion estimation. On the other hand, edgeR uses both generalized linear model (GLM) and classic methods that are empirical Bayes methods which are used for estimation of gene-specific biological variations even with those datasets having minimal level of biological variations.
Usage of Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR methods increase statistical power and helps in rationale comparison and thus confirming the suitability of the results. Therefore, DE analysis has been carried out for further comparison in the present investigation.
Results show that both Cuffdiff and edgeR displayed significant amount of differentially expressed genes in S7-S10, S7-S12 and S7-S13 ( Table 2) . Overlapping of genes can be visualized by the Venn diagram constructed for samples in transition phase (Fig. 5) . From the diagram, the intersection of Cuffdiff-DESeq-edgeR, Cuffdiff-DESeq and Cuffdiff-edgeR decreases in "
Step analysis" sample pairs as compared to "Against S7" sample pairs. edgeR additionally displayed greater number of DE genes in S7-S14, S7-S15 and S7-S16 which are not notably identified by Cuffdiff or edgeR. On the contrary, Cuffdiff displays the maximum number of DE genes from "
Step analysis" results as compared to DESeq and edgeR. By comparing the results of Cuffdiff with DESeq and edgeR, we clearly observed that the overlap from Cuffdiff-edgeR was more significant than Cuffdiff-DESeq or DESeq-edgeR (Fig.  5) . This difference can be clearly observed in "
Step analysis" for S10-S11 (Fig. 5g) where 1347 genes were found to be common for Cuffdiff-edgeR as compared to 4 for Cuffdiff-DESeq. Thus, the total number of common genes was significantly reduced for Cuffdiff-DESeq-edgeR intersection which is primarily due to fewer gene counts in Cuffdiff-DESeq. Thus only 1% of the genes were found to be common for Cuffdiff-DESeq-edgeR confirming that the decrease in the overlap is mostly due to DESeq results. A significant number of genes were found to have an overlap in S7-S13 pair as shown in Fig. 5d . S7" and (f), (g), (h), (i) and (j) shows overlapping genes from Step analysis. The overlapping genes are the DEGs in (a) S7-S10, (b) S7-S11, (c) S7-S12, (d) S7-S13, (e) S7-S14, (f) S9-S10, (g) S10-S11, (h) S11-S12, (i) S12-S13 and (j) S13-S14.
Comparison of DEGs with Experimental Results
Results from Klepikova et al [18] suggest that expression of FLC decreases whereas the expression of LFY increases during the transition phase. Consistent with the experimental findings, our results as shown in Fig. 6 (a, b, c and d) display similar expression dynamics which is characterized by a decrease in expression for FLC from S7-S8 to S7-10/S9-S10 and an increase in expression for LFY from S7-S12/S11-S12 to S7-S16/S15-S16 pairs which is consistent with published results. Also, expression of SMZ shows steady decrease using "Against S7" which shows similar profile to that displayed by FLC. From our results, SVP has been shown to be highly expressed in all samples during transition phase which was consistent with the results from Klepikova et al. SOC1 on the other hand, showed a five-fold increase in expression during S7 to S10 [18] . Contrary to the results from Klepikova et al which showed five-fold increase in expression during S7 to S10, our results showed consistently higher expression of SOC1 in transition phase samples from S7 to S14. Similarly, where the expression of FLD showed an increase in later stages of floral induction [18] , expression of FLD has been found to be consistently higher in all the stages of flower development. However, we found similar expression patterns of genes from SPL gene family found in Klepikova et al. SPL3, SPL4 and SPL5 showed a decrease in expression whereas SPL9 and SPL15 showed an increase in expression which was consistent with published results [14] . In "Against S7" sample pairs, expression of AP1 showed increase in late transition phase stages (i.e S13 and S14) consistent with Hempel et al [11] and Ferrá ndiz et al [8] whereas expression of AP1 was observed in S14 only [18] . Experimental results show COP1 interact with CRY1 and CRY2 proteins in apical shoots [12, 29] . Our results clearly displayed an increase in expression of COP1, CRY1 and CRY2. Additionally, increased expression of FPF1 (from Cuffdiff and edgeR) has also been observed in our results, which is consistent with the published results during the transition phase [16] . Expression profiles of FPF1, SPL9 and SPL15 have been found to be similar to that of LFY (Fig. 6b, d , e and f).
Expression of experimental genes were roughly categorized into 4 different types, namely, (1) genes similar in expression to FLC displaying a decrease in expression from S7-S8 to S7-S16 and S15-S16, (2) genes displaying increase in expression from S7-S8 to S7-S16 and S15-S16, (3) genes having variable expression between 1 and 0.6, and (4) and MAF5. TFL1 showed increase in expression in S7-S14 whereas FT showed an increase in expression in S7-S11 which was followed by a sudden drop in expression values for both TFL1 and FT.
Overlapping of DEGs was performed for identifying genes which are commonly expressed in Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR. Results of the intersection of these three methods were used for finding genes which are expressed more than once from S7-S8 to S7-S16 for "Against S7" and S7-S8 to S15-S16 for "
Step analysis". These genes were then used for performing functional annotation, enrichment and pathway analysis using DAVID and ClueGO. Clustering results showed that majority of genes are enriched in SMP, SCBP and GBP processes with an enrichment score of 10.68 and FDR value of 1.74 × 10 −12 . Therefore, the expression profiles of genes enriched in SMP, SCBP and GBP among 690 expressed genes obtained using overlap of Cuffdiff-DESeq-edgeR DEGs were studied. The expression of these genes decreases from S7-S9/S8-S9 to S7-S10/S9-S10. The expression of these genes showed exponential decreases in expression from 0.4 to 0 in S13-S14. Although most of the genes displayed this behaviour, some genes displayed a distinct behavior, where the expression varied between 1 and 0.4 for genes involved in SMP, SCBP and GBP processes. When compared to the expression profiles of experimental genes, they displayed identical profiles to that of FLC which is the major flowering regulator in apical shoot samples in A. thaliana datasets. Figure 6 . Expression profiles of specific experimental genes in S7-S8, S7-S9, S7-S10, S7-S11, S7-S12, S7-S13, S7-S14, S7-S15 and S7-16 using (a) Cuffdiff and, (b) DESeq and edgeR.
Furthermore, intersection of overlapping genes was also used for identifying their potential role in cellular pathways from which 690 genes have been found to be associated with 42 GO terms out of which 7 GO terms were found to be significantly expressed when applying FDR cutoff of 0. We also identified genes responsible for flowering and involved in flowering and in regulation of flower development from clustering of 690 expressed genes. Expression profiles of these associated genes were constructed to observe similarities and differences among profiles of experimental genes (Fig. 4) . SPT1, RDR6, SRS2, SAP, SOC1 clearly showed an increase in expression at S12-S13 in "Flower Development" whereas it showed a "zig-zag" pattern of expression in "Against S7". In contrast, genes such as NGA1 and NAC054 displayed a decrease in expression from 0.5 in S7-S13 to 0.1 in S7-S14 and a sudden increase to 1 in S7-S16. Genes such as SOC1 and F-ATMBP showed an increase in expression. Expression profiles of genes in "
Step Analysis" showed a distinct peak at S12-S13 which strongly indicates that genes associated with flowering and flower development show identical expression profiles and are expressed only during transition phase.
CONCLUSION
In the present study, we constructed a pipeline which consisted of quality checking, data trimming, genome mapping, identifying differentially expressed genes, overlap checking, experimental gene validation, enrichment and pathway analysis of DEGs. The critical step in any pipeline development is to identify correct parameters for data processing. Most of the RNA-Seq bioinformatics tools provide command-line options which have default parameters associated with them. Some of the commonly used default parameters is the number of threads (-n) which is usually set to '1'. Failure to change the option results in a program taking longer time than it would with a greater number of threads or processors. Similarly, certain parameters such as minimum intron length are usually set to a default value of 70 which can probably be used for vertebrate genome but are not suitable for plants such as A. thaliana. Therefore, the DEGs were produced using customized parameters. We performed overlapping of DEGs from Cuffdiff, DESeq and edgeR to obtain filtered genes which are expressed more than once from S7 to S16 in all three methods (Table 2 and 3 ). 690 genes were found which were used for downstream analysis for identifying genes enriched in BP, MF and CC GO categories. 33 genes were found to be associated with 7 GO terms from pathway analysis. We also studied the expression profiles of experimental genes and this confirms clear match with published experimental results. Based on this, we also constructed expression profiles of genes enriched in flowering and in the regulation of flower development. We observed that some of these genes displayed distinct expression profiles when compared to those displayed by the already known experimental genes which are commonly regulated during floral transition. The pipeline proposed and parameters used in this study can be widely applied for data processing and analysis in higher plants. Further experiments will validate and confirm gene regulation and specific protein-protein interactions of the novel genes obtained from current analysis.
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